
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

N
iels Bohr once said that

predictions are difficult to
make, particularly when they
concern the future. In fact, this
sublime joke serves as a serious

warning to all of us who are less ingenious
than he was. Predictions are necessarily
based on a prejudice and hence imply a
more-or-less serious psychological barrier
restricting our minds. Who would have
predicted that we would enter into the “age
of plastics” even a short time before Karl
Ziegler made his groundbreaking discov-
ery that aluminum alkyls (then very exotic
compounds that ignite on contact with air)
in combination with certain transition
metal salts are key reagents?

This and many other examples show
that one characteristic of a really important
discovery is that it has never been pre-
dicted. I believe most scientists will agree
with me. Sometimes I doubt that the
national and supranational granting agen-
cies that sponsor our work with taxpayers’
money are willing to accept this sometimes
bitter lesson. Our success in the future may
well depend on how convincingly we con-
vey this message to the public.

Organic synthesis as the enabling sci-
ence may be erroneously regarded as a
mature field that progresses mainly
by a rapid exchange with other dis-
ciplines. Although the stimulus
exerted by biology, physics, and
materials science will undoubtedly
fertilize and even dictate to a sig-
nificant degree the advancement of
chemistry over the next decades,
there is no reason why we should
not expect as many exciting inno-
vations and discoveries from the
core area. Adiscipline without flux-
ional borderlines is dead, and a flux-
ional one without a strong core may
collapse.

How will we meet the challenges
posed by the forthcoming genomic,
even proteomic, era—when tens of
thousands of potential molecular
receptors with promising therapeu-
tic effects will be decoded—if syn-

thetic chemistry does not sharpen its tools
by proper methodological evolution?
Whatever the required targets may look
like, synthetic chemists will have to make
more and certainly more-complex mole-
cules more rapidly to sat-
isfy the tremendous
need of numerous highly
automated, increasingly
sophisticated assays.

Our synthesis plans
must become leaner,
more selective, signifi-
cantly more flexible, and
environmentally benign.
We will not be able to
meet these stringent cri-
teria by relying on traditional methodology
and conventional logic.

Many monumental syntheses in the past
have shown that almost every compound
is within reach of preparative chemists.
Success in making molecules of utmost
complexity, however, must not hide the
notion that the reach of synthesis to the
practical construction of elaborate targets
lags far behind.

The multitude of protecting group
manipulations plaguing almost all syn-
thetic endeavors today indicates nothing

but our inability to manage selectivity
issues more directly. Many reactions to
avoid such unproductive operations
haveto be developed to ensure better
“economy of steps.”

Also, the vast majority of reactions we
currently use in multistep sequences are
still stoichiometric ones. In the long term,
they all must be replaced by catalytic alter-
natives without loss of selectivity, scope,
or practicality. For this and many other
reasons, catalysis in general is certainly a
key technology of the future.

Moreover, we should recall that our tra-
ditional arsenal for making molecules con-

sists largely of transfor-
mations in which only
one new bond per step
is formed. The multi-
tude of “complexity-
inducing” reactions that
is urgently needed con-
stitutes another incen-
tive for purely chemical
innovation within the
next decades.

Similarly relevant
issues relate to the yet immature control of
noncovalent bonding motifs, the missing
insight into the self-organization of con-
densed matter, and the inability to build
preparatively useful transformations on
“unreactive” bonds. How much exciting
new chemistry do we have to learn before
we will be able to selectively and catalyti-
cally activate an “inert” molecule such as N2
in the presence of “reactive” O2?

Although I stress that predictions are
risky and sometimes even misleading, let
me end with one of them—a pretty safe

one, I think. Creativity and our abil-
ity for innovation are unlimited.
Therefore, I presume that more
discoveries in chemistry lie ahead of
us than have already been made in
the past. The most important pre-
requisites to encourage them are an
optimistic attitude and an open
mind.
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